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“An airline’s interiors are
of paramount importance”

‘FRIENDLY’
RIVALRY
“Any airline that attempts to steal a march on us in the
all-important areas of product and service does so in the
knowledge that their advantage can only be temporary,”
warned Michael Tan, EVP at Singapore Airlines (until 2004).
Tan was discussing the airline’s US$300m investment in
its B747-400 cabins, but it is consistently among the very
best in terms of inflight experience. Tan added, “A singleminded approach in putting the customer first is crucial to
our long-term investment strategy. We must forge ahead
and reassert our leadership in high-quality service and
product innovation.” Tan left the airline to join
Millennium & Copthorne Hotels in 2004.

1999

Key focus:
napkin rings

“A total brand experience requires total design management
in order to define the macro statements and the micro detail.
Qualitative research confirms continuously what we have always
instinctively believed: brands are more often remembered for their
smallest, softest details rather than bigger, harder innovations,”
stated Michael Crump, British Airways’ former senior manager
of design management, in 2002.
And Crump really did have an eye for even the smallest of
details: “In any service industry, the micro detail can be a powerful
symbol of the health of the brand. The psychological
reassurance of a quality, detailed napkin ring is a
subliminal confirmation that we care for and
maintain the aircraft’s engines to the
best of our ability.”

2002

KEEP IT
FLEXIBLE

“If you lock both suppliers and
customers in a closed catalog offering,
I’m not sure you are meeting market
requirements,” said Francois Caudron,
Airbus’s VP of business and customer
development for the A350 program,
in 2008.
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It’s all about
reputation
“As the part of the aircraft that passengers actually
touch and experience on both a physical and perceptual
level, an airline’s interior is of paramount importance to
the ability of the company to earn and maintain a good
reputation,” said Jennifer Coutts Clay in 2006. She was,
and still is, principal of J Clay Consulting and author of
Jetliner Cabins: Evolution & innovation. See p184 for
more thoughts from Jennifer.
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Captive
audience

“If you want a quiet zone – away from the cockpit
– forget it. We want Ryanair to be noisy and full
because we will be trying to sell you something,” said
Michael O’Leary, Ryanair’s CEO yesterday – sorry,
in 2006. O’Leary has since decided to soften his
unconventional approach to customer service
with the Always Getting Better program – mainly
because he has found that being nice to
customers can benefit profits.
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